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Abstract. We have developed an environment, based upon robust, existing, open source software, for tuning applications written
using MPI, OpenMP or both. The goal of this effort, which integrates the OpenUH compiler and several popular performance
tools, is to increase user productivity by providing an automated, scalable performance measurement and optimization system.
In this paper we describe our environment, show how these complementary tools can work together, and illustrate the synergies
possible by exploiting their individual strengths and combined interactions. We also present a methodology for performance
tuning that is enabled by this environment. One of the benefits of using compiler technology in this context is that it can direct
the performance measurements to capture events at different levels of granularity and help assess their importance, which we
have shown to significantly reduce the measurement overheads. The compiler can also help when attempting to understand
the performance results: it can supply information on how a code was translated and whether optimizations were applied. Our
methodology combines two performance views of the application to find bottlenecks. The first is a high level view that focuses
on OpenMP/MPI performance problems such as synchronization cost and load imbalances; the second is a low level view that
focuses on hardware counter analysis with derived metrics that assess the efficiency of the code. Our experiments have shown that
our approach can significantly reduce overheads for both profiling and tracing to acceptable levels and limit the number of times
the application needs to be run with selected hardware counters. In this paper, we demonstrate the workings of this methodology
by illustrating its use with selected NAS Parallel Benchmarks and a cloud resolving code.
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1. Introduction

The difficulty of developing high performance ap-
plications has increased greatly with the growth in size
and architectural complexity of each new generation of
supercomputers. Current systems rely on massive par-
allelism. Their relatively high memory access costs re-
quire the application developer to pay careful attention
to memory accesses, both within and across the nodes
of a platform, in addition to expressing the parallelism
in the application program. The nodes increasingly
configure processors with chip multithreading (CMT)
and possibly also simultaneous multithreading (SMT)
capabilities. When multiple instruction streams run on
such processors, they share some resources, leading to
additional possible sources of contention for memory
or functional units. Hardware accelerator technology is
also starting to be used in coprocessors. If configured,
the bus bandwidth with the processor becomes a new
possible source of bottlenecks.

Unfortunately tools have not kept pace with these
complex architectures. Moreover, tool use has re-
mained fragmented, with little interoperability among
the different software systems. As a result, the produc-
tivity of developers is hampered as they have to worry
about understanding the implications of details of the
underlying hardware, and learning how to use a num-
ber of tools. Studies have confirmed that a lack of ap-
propriate tools can negatively impact the productivity
of HPC researchers [25].

Performance analysis starts once an application is
free from errors and stable enough to collect perfor-
mance information. A performance analysis methodol-
ogy consists of exploring the reasons for performance
degradation, and quantifying how this affects the over-
all program. The information gained in this process
gives hints to the user on what changes are needed to
tune the application. A performance tuning methodol-
ogy should identify, localize, repair, verify and vali-
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date the performance problems. The performance tun-
ing process forms a cycle of analysis and modifications
that frequently has to be repeated many times until the
performance reaches a satisfactory level. In practice,
the cycle ends when the application developer either
runs out of resources (time, or budget) or ideas for im-
provement.

Several different approaches to performance collec-
tion play a significant role in supporting attempts to
understand the behavior of an application. For exam-
ple, profiling aggregates the results of event tracking
for phases in the code or for the entire execution of
the program, while tracing can keep track of every sin-
gle instance of an event at run time. Both approaches
can be used to summarize and measure a variety of dif-
ferent kinds of events, but the higher accuracy means
higher overheads and perturbations. One way to imple-
ment profiling is via program instrumentation, which
inserts calls to the program to measure different events.
The advantage is that it is a precise method to directly
measure events, but if it is not done carefully it might
incur code bloating, interference with compiler opti-
mizations (if done at the source code level) and over-
instrumentation. If instrumentation is not performed
carefully, this can lead to very large trace files and
may degrade overall system performance, also nega-
tively affecting other applications sharing the same re-
sources. Studies have shown that the overheads of trac-
ing [17] are particularly severe in systems consisting
of thousands of processors with a shared file system.

Sampling is a way to minimize overheads by using
statistical sampling of aspects of the application’s ex-
ecution behavior. Data can be sampled at fixed inter-
vals in time or may be based on hardware or software
event thresholds. If there is no hardware support for
sampling, it requires the interruption of the applica-
tion processes to poll for events, resulting in high over-
heads for context switches. When sampling is used, it
is challenging to map low level performance informa-
tion back to different language constructs in the source
code (such as loops, or parallel constructs). In addition,
sampling entire applications can yield large amounts
of low level information that can be overwhelming for
the user. Some processor architectures, such as the Ita-
nium 2 processors [15] and the PowerPC [23], support
sampling by providing specialized hardware such as
performance monitoring units.

When applications are deployed on systems with
thousand of processors, it is critical to provide a scal-
able strategy for generating performance data. A suit-
able approach must minimize perturbations and reduce

the amount of data gathered, while at the same time
providing a significant coverage of the important code
regions. A solution might consist of mixing sampling,
profiling and tracing to exploit their strengths for solv-
ing performance problems. A combination of sampling
when there is hardware support and selectively instru-
menting important regions of code at the right granu-
larity would seem to be essential.

Compilers can help the user to focus on areas of in-
terest and minimize the instrumentation overhead by
providing a selective instrumentation capability. Com-
pilers can also be useful in the interpretation and rela-
tion of low level performance information back to the
source code since they are in control of the translation
process from source to object code. However, research
compilers have not been used in this way because they
have not been sufficiently robust, have not been kept
up to date with advances in architectures and operat-
ing systems, or possess limited instrumentation capa-
bilities. On the other hand, compilers in general lack
portable instrumentation APIs that support interoper-
ability of performance tools. Very few standard APIs
exist in this area.

PDT [12] is a toolkit that was designed in an attempt
to overcome the lack of a portable compiler instru-
mentation API with support for C, C++, Fortran and
OpenMP. It gathers static program information via a
parser and represents it in a portable format suitable for
use in source code instrumentation. But this approach
does not permit full exploitation of compiler technol-
ogy; in particular, it does not provide any insight into
the compiler translation, or enable the evaluation of
any assumptions the compiler makes when deciding to
apply a given transformation (which includes metrics
used to evaluate static cost models). A compiler that
exposes such information may help to facilitate the in-
terpretation of performance data.

Compile-time instrumentation has several advan-
tages over both source-level and object-level instru-
mentation. Compiler analysis can be used to im-
plement selective instrumentation derived from static
analysis (as is shown in this paper), thereby reducing
the perturbation of the instrumented application. It can
also maintain a mapping that relates performance data
back to the source code. Moreover, the instrumentation
can be performed during different compilation phases,
allowing some optimizations to take place before the
instrumentation. These capabilities play a significant
role in the reduction of instrumentation points, in re-
ducing the instrumentation overhead and the size of
performance trace files, and in improving a user’s abil-
ity to determine the impact of program optimizations.
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1.1. Contents of the paper

In this paper, we introduce Copper (Compilation and
Optimization with Performance Feedback), a perfor-
mance tuning environment that we have built in col-
laboration with the providers of several popular per-
formance tools. We also introduce a methodology that
uses these tools together for bottleneck analysis that is
enabled by Copper and describe its use. The paper is
organized as follows. We first discuss related work in
Section 2. Section 3 next introduces our integrated per-
formance environment. Then, Section 4 presents our
tuning methodology. Section 5 describes some case
studies and Section 6 summarizes our conclusions and
future work.

2. Related work

Malony [14] emphasizes the importance of the sci-
entific method of systematic testing of performance hy-
potheses by measuring the phenomena, performing an
analysis of collected data, and modeling the empirical
results, to the process of performance analysis. He de-
lineates an idealized model of a parallel performance
evaluation environment which highlights the process
of successive refinement of a hypothesis about perfor-
mance behavior based on observation and accumula-
tion of knowledge. Pancake [18] and Wolf and Mohr
[27] present a conceptual framework that describes this
cycle in more detail.

Different tools have tried to address different aspects
of the tuning cycle, and for a variety of programming
languages and architectures. Early tools such as the
Fortran D editor [5] combined with SvPablo [22] ex-
plored supporting performance tuning for distributed
memory machines where high level languages such as
HPF were deployed. SUIF Explorer [11], an interactive
and interprocedural parallelizer for C, provides profil-
ing infrastructure to assist in the parallelization process
with metrics such as parallel coverage and granular-
ity. Ursa Minor [19] and Interpol provide a system
and a methodology for dealing with OpenMP perfor-
mance problems in an environment [7] that supports
no more than 32 processors in a shared memory sys-
tem. OpenSpeedShop [24] provides an environment
for performance tuning, that supports timing metrics
for MPI. Since it relies on object instrumentation it
does not have static analysis capability and does not
address scalability issues in their instrumentation. The
PTP project [26], is built on top of Eclipse, and is an

environment that includes a parallel debugger, static
analysis tools and interfaces to performance tools but
most of these tools are in the early stages of integra-
tion and do not yet address scalability issues in their
instrumentation.

Programs may be instrumented at different levels of
a program’s representation: at the source code level, at
multiple stages during the compiler translation, at ob-
ject code level, and embedded within the run time li-
braries. All of these techniques have inherent advan-
tages and disadvantages with respect to their ability to
enable the instrumentation to be performed efficiently
and automatically, the type of regions that can be in-
strumented, the mapping of information to the source
code, and the support for selective instrumentation.
Among the many performance tools with instrumenta-
tion capabilities are KOJAK [16] and TAU [14], which
rely on PDT [12] and OPARI [16] to perform source
code instrumentation, and Dyninst [2] which performs
object code instrumentation. Strategies for static scal-
able instrumentation have been explored with some of
these tools.

OpenSpeedShop [24] and Paradyn support Dyninst
and DPCL [21] but instrumenting at the object code
level implies a loss of the semantics of the program
(e.g. loop level information). The EP-Cache project
[13] uses the NAG compiler to support instrumenta-
tion at procedure and loop levels, but it is a closed
source system and the developers have not explored
ways to improve instrumentation via compiler analy-
sis. Intel’s Thread Checker [20] performs instrumen-
tation to detect semantic problems in an OpenMP ap-
plication but it lacks scalability, as it heavily instru-
ments memory references and synchronization points.
Other tools such as PerfSuite [9], Sun Analyzer [29]
and Vtune [28] rely on sampling to provide profile
data. Although sampling is a low overhead approach, it
requires extra system resources, in some cases needing
extra threads/processors to support processor monitor-
ing units, and it focuses on low level data gathering.

3. Copper, an integrated tuning environment

We have created a tuning environment called Cop-
per that consists of the OpenUH compiler and the
performance tools TAU, KOJAK and PerfSuite. Our
environment enables the user to edit source code,
invoke the compiler and tools, and visualize the ap-
plication structure annotated with high-level perfor-
mance information. The environment supports tech-
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niques for selective, automatic instrumentation, mini-
mizing perturbation and the amount of data generated
while maximizing diagnostic value. At runtime, Perf-
Suite guides the initial instrumentation by providing
low-overhead application profiles that already narrow
down the most important bottlenecks. This informa-
tion combined with static analysis is used by the com-
piler to guide TAU and KOJAK profile and trace spe-
cific regions of the application, collect relevant per-
formance data, and automatically identify performance
problems by applying a pattern analysis to the stream
of performance-relevant events. The benefits of this
environment includes an automated solution for scal-
able instrumentation and a framework together with
a methodology to understand and solve performance
problems. To do so, we have developed and imple-
mented the APIs needed to enable them to interact.
Copper can optimize applications written in C, C++,
Fortran 95, OpenMP, MPI and Hybrid (OpenMP +
MPI) codes. Copper gives its users the ability to tune
their applications following a general methodology, in-
stead of requiring the separate and laborious collec-
tion of information from a variety of independent tools.
Each tool in Copper has strengths that can be exploited
to improve the overall tuning process, and defines a
tuning methodology. In the following subsections we
describe the tools separately.

3.1. The OpenUH compiler and Dragon analysis tool

The OpenUH [10] compiler is a branch of the open
source Open64 compiler suite for C, C++, and For-
tran 95, supporting the IA-64, IA-32e, and Opteron
Linux ABI and standards. OpenUH supports OpenMP
2.5 and provides complete support for OpenMP com-
pilation and its runtime library. The major func-
tional parts of the compiler are the front ends, the
inter-language interprocedural analyzer (IPA) and the
middle-end/back end, which is further subdivided into
the loop nest optimizer (LNO), auto-parallelizer (with
an OpenMP optimization module), global optimizer,
and code generator. OpenUH has five levels of a tree-
based intermediate representation (IR) called WHIRL
to facilitate the implementation of different analysis
and optimization phases. They are classified as be-
ing Very High, High, Mid, Low and Very Low levels,
respectively. Most compiler optimizations are imple-
mented on a specific level of WHIRL. For example, in-
terprocedural array region and dependence analysis is
implemented in the high level WHIRL. OpenUH has
been enhanced in many ways to support the require-
ments of the integrated environment by supporting the
different tools APIs.

3.2. Tools analysis and utilities (TAU)

TAU [14] is a portable profiling and tracing toolkit
for performance analysis of parallel programs written
in Fortran, C, C++, Java or Python, with MPI, OpenMP
and Pthreads.

The results are displayed in aggregate and single
node/context/thread forms, thus identifying the perfor-
mance bottleneck. A number of profiling modes exists
including: statistical sampling of the program counter
or call stack, hardware counter sampling, instruction
counting and timer based instrumentation. The time
and hardware counter data are analyzed by ParaProf
and PerfExplore, both parts of the TAU toolkit. In
our environment we use TAU to visualize performance
data, derive metrics, and manage the performance data
that supports our tuning methodology.

3.3. KOJAK

The KOJAK trace-analysis environment [16] is an
automatic performance evaluation system for MPI,
OpenMP, and hybrid applications. KOJAK generates
event traces from running applications and automat-
ically searches them offline for execution patterns
indicating inefficient performance behavior. It can
compare the behavior of multiple versions. Its main
feature is its ability to automatically diagnose the rea-
sons for inefficient runtime behavior on a high level
of abstraction. Most of the functionality of KOJAK is
in the process of being upgraded to the SCALASCA
system [1] (SCalable performance Analysis of LArge
SCale Applications), where the tracing analysis is done
in parallel.

3.4. PerfSuite

PerfSuite [8,9] is a collection of tools, utilities, and
libraries that together provide the user with several op-
tions for performance monitoring including support for
hardware performance counting and profiling of appli-
cation programs. PerfSuite consists of a set of com-
mand line utilities that includes support for statisti-
cal profiling, hardware performance counting, deriv-
ing high-level performance metrics, access to machine
level characteristics, and customizing performance ex-
periments.

3.5. Tools interactions

The OpenUH compiler infrastructure has been ex-
tended to perform selective instrumentation: it deter-
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mines the regions of interest while at the same time, re-
ducing the instrumentation overheads by inserting ap-
propriate instrumentation calls for these regions only.
We created a set of libraries implemented via TAU and
KOJAK, to link the compiler instrumentation with the
performance tools. The library was designed with an
API that support the main requirements of different
performance tools with context and mapping informa-
tion to the source code and the intermediate represen-
tation of the compiler.

In our environment, PerfSuite has the role of pro-
viding a first assessment of the behavior of an appli-
cation with very low overhead. PerfSuite is moreover
able to return information on regions of code that we
cannot instrument with TAU or KOJAK, due to the
significant overheads the latter tools would incur. The
compiler automatically instruments the application on
selected regions and use TAU to generate profile re-
gions of interest in the application and detect the loca-
tion of bottlenecks, using the callstack to recreate the

program’s dynamic callgraph. TAU data management,
visualization and derived metrics capabilities help us
to visualize the profile data and perform the analysis.
We use KOJAK for tracing and to analyze large trace
files to find performance problem patterns. KOJAK is
able to detect when the performance problem occurs
in time. We use the expert component of KOJAK to
search for known patterns that indicate a certain type
of performance problem. Then, the OpenUH compiler
can be used to analyze the performance data and com-
pare it to different levels of translation/optimization of
the source code to help explain why we have a given
bottleneck. Figure 1 shows our integrated tuning envi-
ronment.

3.6. Compile time instrumentation

One of the keys to the integration of these com-
ponents is the ability of the compiler to instrument
source code. The revised version of OpenUH provides

Fig. 1. Integrated performance tuning environment.
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Fig. 2. Multiple stages of compiler instrumentation.

a complete compile-time instrumentation module cov-
ering different compilation phases and different pro-
gram scopes. We have designed a compiler instrumen-
tation API that can be used to instrument a program.
It is language independent to enable it to interact with
performance tools such as TAU and KOJAK. The in-
strumentation module in OpenUH can be invoked at
six different phases during compilation, which come
before and after three major stages in the translation:
interprocedural analysis, loop nest optimizations, and
SSA/DataFlow optimizations. Figure 2 shows the dif-
ferent places in the compilation process where instru-
mentation can be performed, along with the corre-
sponding intermediate representation level.

For each phase, the following kinds of user code
region1 can be instrumented: functions, conditional
branches, switch statements, loops, callsites, and in-
dividual statements. Each type of code region is fur-
ther divided into subcategories when possible. For in-
stance, a loop may be of type do loop or while loop.
Conditional branches may be of type if then, if then
else, true branch, false branch or select. We also have
switch statement regions, callsites, and statement level
instrumentation (that can instrument floating point op-
erations). MPI operations are instrumented via PMPI
so that the compiler does not instrument these callsites.

1Here, we consider a code region to be a segment of the source
code with a single entry and with one or multiple exits.

OpenMP constructs are handled via runtime library in-
strumentation, where the fork and joint events, implicit
and explicit barriers [3] are captured. All these types of
instrumentation are related to each other. For example,
procedure and control flow instrumentation is essential
to relate the MPI and OpenMP-related output to the ex-
ecution path of the application, or to understand how
constructs behave inside these regions.

The compiler instrumentation is performed by first
traversing the intermediate representation of an input
program to locate different program constructs. The
compiler inserts instrumentation calls at the start and
exit points of constructs such as procedures, branches
and loops. If a code region has multiple exit points (for
example, goto, stop or return statements may provide
alternate exit points), they will all be instrumented.
A brief description of the API can be found in [4].

4. Tuning methodology and selective
instrumentation

We have defined an iterative approach to applica-
tion tuning based on the COPPER environment that
includes bottleneck analysis; it leverages the differ-
ent sources of information available. Our methodology
attempts to narrow down the location of bottlenecks,
then to determine when they occur and what is causing
them. We use a top down approach where we first per-
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form a performance analysis of the entire application
and then identify and focus on specific regions of code
that appear to warrant closer investigation. We use the
compiler’s static analysis (as described in Section 4.2)
to reduce program perturbation due to instrumentation.

We use information from the compiler to understand
what optimizations or transformations are being ap-
plied, together with static analysis, source-to-source
transformations, and optimization logs which are use-
ful to understand and relate low level performance re-
sults to the source code. Our methodology accounts for
every cycle that we measure to determine whether or
not it is a hot spot. It also helps to find higher level par-
allel inefficiencies such as load imbalances, synchro-
nization problems, and communication overhead. Our
approach focuses on finding coarse level inefficiencies
at the procedure level and then performs finer grain
measurements to understand the problems in more de-
tail. After we have an understanding of a problem and
possible solutions, we also validate our modifications
using a performance algebra, which is a performance
comparison between two different tuning experiments
that help the application developer to understand the
regions of code affected by the changes and to deduce
why a given optimization worked or did not work.

4.1. Description of the methodology

Our methodology is part of an application tuning
cycle that consists of five application runs that enable
scalable instrumentation and feedback optimizations.
Our methodology consists of a run for monitoring the
application, three runs for profiling important regions
of the code and one run for tracing MPI and OpenMP
behavior. All runs differ from each other on the in-
formation they collect and their method of collection
(sampling, instrumentation). From run to run we nar-
row down the bottlenecks to specific regions of inter-
est. After these five runs, we have two extra steps in
the methodology to help the user interpret the perfor-
mance results and search for a solution to the perfor-
mance problem.

1. First run. Performance monitoring. In the first
run of the application we use PerfSuite to moni-
tor the application and provide results in profiling
mode. This serves the purpose of getting an over-
all assessment of the application via flat profiling.
This also servers the purpose of identifying re-
gions of code that should not be instrumented due
to high overheads. These are, in particular, small
regions of code that are executed many times.

2. Second run. Profiling with selective instrumenta-
tion. Our selective instrumentation method is de-
signed to create a scoring mechanism for regions
of interest based on their importance in the code
and callgraph. We want to avoid instrumenting
regions of code that have small weights (small
in size) and are invoked many times. In this run
we focus on procedure level instrumentation. The
approach is based on the interprocedural analy-
sis phase in the compiler, which statically calcu-
lates a cost for making inlining decisions. The
goal of this run is to determine where the bottle-
necks are located. Depending on whether the ap-
plication is integer or floating point based, we se-
lect: Wall Clock Time, Total Cycles (equivalent),
Total Stall Cycles and either number of floating
point or integer instructions. Using this approach
we attempt to locate procedures that are running
inefficiently. The formula to calculate the ineffi-
ciency for this purpose is:

Inefficiency

= Floating_Point_Operations

∗ (Total_Stall_Cycles/Total_Cycles).

This formula is calculated for each region be-
ing measured. The region with the highest inef-
ficiency is the region that the programmer and
compiler should focus on optimizing.

3. Tracing. While using the same selective instru-
mentation, we use the tracing capability of KO-
JAK to locate bottleneck patterns in OpenMP
and MPI. In this case, we locate regions that
have synchronization problems, load imbalances,
a implicit barriers. The 2nd run focuses on ob-
taining inefficiencies at the processor/hardware
counters level. The 3rd run focuses on parallel
performance problems.

4. Fourth run. Collection of in-depth performance
information for the inefficient regions in profiling
mode. In this run we do not turn on all the instru-
mentation, but only instrument specific code re-
gions or procedures of interest, collecting more
fine grain information. This will include instru-
menting loops, branches, calls, and possibly in-
dividual statements. On systems with few hard-
ware counters we might need multiple runs or use
multiplexing to perform the processor bottleneck
analysis.
The general formula we have adopted for this
purpose is the following:
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Total Stall Cycles

= Level 1 Data Cache Misses

+ Branch Misprediction

+ Instruction Misses

+ StackEngine stalls

+ Floating Point Stalls

+ Pipeling Inter

− Register Dependencies

+ ProcessorFrontend Flushes.

We primarily collect performance data for stall
cycles from the Level 1 data Cache Misses
and Floating Point Stalls (on the Itanium, the
floating-point registers are fed directly from level
2 cache). If 90% of the stalls are due to them
(we determine this by a comparison with the to-
tal stall cycles calculated in the second run), we
ignore other sources of stalls in the formula. If
that is not the case, we will have to perform addi-
tional runs to calculate the other components of
the formula. The 90% is a rule of thumb based on
behavior seen in different applications.

5. Fifth run. In the same way as the fourth run, we
use hardware counters to perform the memory
bottleneck analysis based on the following for-
mula:

MemoryStalls

= (L2_data_references_L2_all

− L2_misses)

∗ L2_Memory_Latency

+ (L2_misses − L3_missed) ∗ 10

+ (1 − Number_of _remote_memory_

accesses/L3_misses)

∗ Local_Memory_Latency

+ (Number_of _remote_memory_

accesses)

∗ Remote_memory_access_latency

+ TLB_misses ∗ TLB_miss_penalty.

This formula is specific to Itanium 2 processors
and needs to be modified for other architectures.

The coefficients in this formula are the differ-
ent latencies (in cycles) for the different levels of
memory for the Itanium 2 processor (Madison),
and the interconnection latencies of the SGI Nu-
maLINK 4 for local and remote memory accesses
(see Section 5). To calculate this formula in one
run we will need to enable multiplexing of hard-
ware counters. If we prefer to disable multiplex-
ing because it will produce less accurate results
as a result of sharing hardware counters to col-
lect the data then we will require two runs. The
value for remote memory latency accesses is an
estimation of the worse case scenario for a pair
of nodes with the maximum number of hops and
is system dependent.

The additional steps to interpret the data gathered in
the previous runs and to find a solution to the perfor-
mance problem are as follows:

1. Interpreting performance results. After perform-
ing the performance analysis, we relate the re-
sults with the compiler optimization log, which
records the optimizations applied along with the
and source-to-source translations. This will help
the user understand what happens between the
translation of the source code and the object
code. This is useful to interpret low level per-
formance data and see if the performance bottle-
necks are due because of a given compiler opti-
mization or lack of optimizations.

2. Search for a solution to the performance prob-
lem. We can perform experiments in order to
overcome the identified inefficiency and evalu-
ate the outcome by using performance algebras.
A performance algebra as provided by KOJAK
allows us to compare two different version of
a code, and see the differences in their perfor-
mance in detail. This is important if we want to
understand and validate why a given optimization
works (or otherwise).

4.2. Selective instrumentation analysis

We take advantage of the interprocedural analysis
within the compiler to reduce the number of instru-
mentation points. Here the compiler performs inlin-
ing analysis, which attempts to determine where the
program will benefit from replacing a procedure call
with the actual code of the called procedure’s body. As
part of this, the compiler must determine if a proce-
dure is invoked frequently and whether the caller and
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callee meet certain size restrictions in order to avoid
code bloat. We adapted this methodology to enable se-
lective instrumentation, for which we have defined a
cost model in the form of scores to evaluate the above
conditions. We avoid instrumenting any procedure that
meets the criteria for inlining. We do instrument pro-
cedures that are significant and are infrequently called
and have large bodies. We call a procedure significant
if it contains many callsites in the form of out edges in
the callgraph.

Our cost model consists of three metrics in the form
of instrumentation scores. The first metric computes
the weight of the procedure using the compiler’s con-
trol flowgraph, which is defined as PUweight = (5 ∗
total basic blocks) + total statements + total callsites.
As can be seen, this metric puts emphasis on proce-
dures with multiple basic blocks. If runtime informa-
tion is available, the PUweight formula will use the
number of times or effective number of basic blocks,
statements and callsites invoked at runtime. The other
metric we use is the frequency with which a proce-
dure is invoked, taking their position within loop nests
into account. The formula used is: PUloop-score =
(100−loopnest level)∗2048. This formula gives higher
scores to procedures invoked with fewer nesting lev-
els. The third metric is a score that quantifies how
many calls exist within a procedure: PUcallsite-score =
(callsites in callee)∗20482. This formula gives a small
score to procedures invoked as leaf nodes in the call-
graph or that have few calling edges. The constants of
the formulas were determined empirically based on the
inlining algorithm of the compiler which was tuned to
avoid under or over-inlining. Our assumption here is
that important procedures are connected with others,
and thus are associated with several edges in the call-
graph. The overall score used to decide whether we
will instrument a procedure is as follows:

Instrumentation Score

= PUweight + PUloop-score + PUcallsite-score.

Our strategy for computing this score means that we
will favor procedures with large weights, those invoked
few times and with multiple edges connecting them to
other procedures in the callgraph. As noted above, this
helps us to avoid instrumenting small procedures in-
voked at high loopnest levels and procedures that are
leaf nodes in the callgraph.

We may define a threshold value so that procedures
whose scores are below it will not be instrumented.
The threshold can be changed depending on the size

Table 1

Instrumentation scores for the BT OpenMP benchmark

Procedure Weight Loop score Callsite score Instrumenta-

(loop level) (callsites) tion score

matvecsub 23 198,656 (3) 0 (0) 198,679

binvchrs 240 198,656 (3) 0 (0) 198,896

binvrhs 115 198,656 (3) 0 (0) 198,771

matmul_sub 27 198,656 (3) 0 (0) 198,683

lhsinit 57 198,656 (3) 0 (0) 198,713

exact_solution 23 196,608 (4) 0 (0) 196,631

adi 45 202,752 (1) 20,971,520 (5) 21,174,317

x_solve 278 204,800 (0) 41,943,040 (10) 42,148,118

y_solve 278 204,800 (0) 41,943,040 (10) 42,148,118

z_solve 278 204,800 (0) 41,943,040 (10) 42,148,118

main 459 204,800 (0) 58,720,256 (14) 58,720,256

of the application, in order to avoid over or under-
instrumentation.

Instrument Procedure < Threshold

< Do not Instrument.

Table 1 contains the instrumentation scores for some
of the procedures in the BT OpenMP benchmark from
the NAS parallel benchmarks. It shows that procedures
corresponding to leaf nodes in the callgraph have a
low instrumentation score. Heavily connected nodes
in the callgraph (those that have several callsites) are
among the ones with the highest score, as is to be ex-
pected. If we set the threshold to be 204,800 (the score
of an empty procedure with no callsites being invoked
outside a loop), then we will not instrument the fol-
lowing procedures: matvecsub, binvchrs, matmul_sub,
lhsinit, exact_ solution. The following ones will be in-
strumented: adi, x_ solve, y_solve, z_solve, main. Note
that the weight recorded is a very small number when
compared to the loop and callsite score. This is the case
for static analysis, but runtime information can be used
to improve this aspect of the model by substituting the
actual number of times a given basic block, statement
or callsite was executed.

5. Case studies

Our case studies were conducted on an SGI Al-
tix 300, which consists of Itanium 2-based nodes
connected via the NumaLINK 4 high speed memory
interconnect. The Itanium processor is a 64-bit register-
rich explicitly-parallel architecture. It supports predi-
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cation, speculation, and branch prediction. The archi-
tecture implements 128 integer registers, 128 floating
point registers, 64 one-bit predicates, and eight branch
registers. The floating point registers are 82 bits long
in order to preserve precision for intermediate results.
The Itanium processor supports long word instruc-
tions. Each 128-bit instruction word contains three in-
structions, and the fetch mechanism can read up to two
instruction per clock cycle. The Itanium 2 (Madison)
processor has 16 kB of Level 1 instruction cache and
16 kB of Level 1 data cache. The L2 cache is unified
(both instruction and data) and is 256 kB. The Level 3
cache is also unified. The different characteristics of
the main components of the Itanium 2 processor can be
measured via the hardware counters.

The Altix 300 used here is a distributed-shared
memory system consisting of 8 nodes with two Ita-
nium 2 processors each. A single address space is seen
by all the processors/nodes and its global memory is
based on a cache-coherent Non-Uniform Memory Ac-
cess (ccNUMA) system implemented via the NUMA-
link4. Each node has a local memory; two nodes are
connected via a memory hub to form a computational
brick (C-brick). The C-bricks are connected via mem-
ory routers in a hierarchical topology.

5.1. Application description

To evaluate our selective instrumentation strategy,
we used the NAS parallel benchmarks which are a
small set of programs derived from computational fluid

dynamics (CFD) applications. For the evaluation of
our performance tuning methodology we used the pro-
duction version of a cloud resolving model which
implements the three dimensional version of the God-
dard Cumulus Ensemble (GCE) model. The appli-
cation domain can be partitioned in a one or two
dimensional decomposition with halos that partially
overlap with the domains. The halos are updated in a
step after the computation stage. The code is imple-
mented in MPI. We tested it with different combina-
tions of 1D and 2D grid layouts with 16 processors
(e.g. 1×1, 1×2, 2×1, 2×2, 2×4, 4×2, 8×2, 2×8).

5.2. Evaluating selective instrumentation

We applied the selective instrumentation algorithm
to six benchmarks from the NAS parallel benchmarks
in both MPI and OpenMP implementations. Our ex-
periments used the class A problem size and were con-
ducted on an SGI Altix 300 with 16 Itanium 2, 1.6 GHz
processors, and the NUMAlink interconnect. Figures 3
and 4 show the overheads incurred when performing
full procedure instrumentation versus performing se-
lective instrumentation with OpenUH. The TAU profil-
ing libraries were used, and TAU’s THROTTLE switch
was turned off for the MPI benchmarks. The purpose
of THROTTLE is to disable the instrumentation library
at runtime when a procedure reaches a given thresh-
old. We disabled TAU THROTTLE to get an accurate
assessment on the effectiveness of our selective instru-
mentation approach. When THROTTLE disables a in-

Fig. 3. Selective instrumentation in the NAS MPI benchmarks.
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Fig. 4. Selective instrumentation in the NAS OpenMP benchmarks.

strumentation call, its results get aggregated to the par-
ent procedure, making it hard to differentiate to which
region belongs (parent or children) belongs the perfor-
mance information.

Because of the massive overheads of full instru-
mentation in the case of OpenMP, we turned on
the TAU THROTTLE for NUMCALLS = 300 and
PERCALL = 300,000 environment variables. Selec-
tive instrumentation reduces the overheads by an av-
erage of 90 times in the OpenMP version, even when
TAU’s THROTTLE is enabled in full instrumentation.

As the figures show, the FT-OMP benchmark has
particularly high overheads for full instrumentation
compared to the rest of the benchmarks. This is be-
cause it invokes the procedures fttz2 and cfftz a signif-
icant number of times. We note that cfftz calls fttz2.
Our selective instrumentation score for cfftz is 202,817
and fftz2 is 198,772, which is below our instrumenta-
tion threshold. As a result, fftz2 is not instrumented;
nor is cfftz, since it only has one callsite that is not be-
ing instrumented. In the LU OpenMP benchmark we
do not instrument the procedures buts, jacu, blts, jacld
and exact: these are leaf nodes in the callgraph with no
callsites. However these procedures play a significant
role in the computation. In order to ensure that these
procedures are instrumented we will need to adapt the
procedure weight to account for feedback information
collected during runtime (we are working on giving the
user an easy way to do this via compiler options). The
higher overheads in OpenMP instrumentation versus
MPI are due to memory contentions and locks on mem-

ory locations where the performance data is stored and
modified. On cc-NUMA architectures, this contention
becomes a problem due to cache line invalidations and
remote memory accesses.

We also applied our algorithm to an MPI implemen-
tation of a cloud-resolving model code [6] using a grid
size of 104×104×42 and 4 MPI processes for our ex-
periment. Our selective algorithm determined that we
should not instrument three leaf procedures in the call-
graph. We were able to reduce the profiling overhead
from 51% to 3% based on this alone, making out per-
formance measurements more accurate and with less
perturbations to the application.

5.3. Performance analysis for the BT MPI benchmark

We now apply our performance tuning methodology
to conduct performance analysis on the BT MPI bench-
mark. We use the profiling capabilities of TAU and
PAPI to gather application information. Figure 5 shows
the measured wall clock time, in seconds, of different
procedures in the application. We observe that the three
solvers x_solve_cell, y_solve_cell and z_solve_ cell are
the time-consuming procedures in the application. We
also observe that the solvers have good load balance
because there is a small variance among them in wall
clock time, as shown in the 3D graph on the left of
Fig. 5.

Figure 6 shows that the three solvers are exe-
cuting similar amounts of floating point operations
(the difference is within 1.77%) but that z_solve_cell
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Fig. 5. Wall clock time for the BT MPI benchmark.

Fig. 6. Floating point operations for the BT MPI benchmark.

and y_solve_cell take 14% and 6% longer than
x_solve_cell, respectively. In order to understand this
difference we measured stall cycles using hardware
counters to derive the inefficiency metric. We find that
this metric can filter procedures with high stalling ra-
tios and with a large number of floating point com-
putations. Figure 7 shows the inefficiency metric for
the BT MPI benchmark when using 16 processors.
We can see a correlation between the wall clock time
and the inefficiency metric. Here the z_solve_cell and
y_solve_ cell runs 13% and 6% more inefficiently
than x_solve_cell. We conclude that z_solve_cell and

y_solve_cell are taking longer because they are stalling
more frequently, and to an extent that is proportional
to their wall clock time. The next step is to investigate
why this is the case.

Figure 8 shows that in the case of the z_solve_ cell,
performance degradation is due to L1 data cache stalls.
When we look at its performance data in more detail,
we see that the TLB misses and the L1 data misses are
related to each other, since most of the address calcu-
lations needed for array accesses are carried out in the
L1 cache. In other words, z_solve_cell takes longer be-
cause it is not accessing data efficiently. On the other
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Fig. 7. Inefficiency metric for the BT MPI benchmark.

Fig. 8. Data cache 1 and TLB misses for the BT MPI benchmark.

hand, Fig. 9 shows that the stalls for y_solve_cell are
primarily due to L2 cache stalls. We see also that the
floating point stalls are also a problem with other rou-
tines.

We can safely conclude that the reason why portions
of the BT benchmark take longer than other procedures
is related to the way they are accessing its data. With a

little background insight, the information gathered on
stalls clearly identifies the source of the problem.

5.4. Performance analysis of the cloud code

Our next case study is the cloud resolving model
code implemented using MPI and provided by NASA.
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Fig. 9. Inefficiency metric for the BT MPI benchmark.

We applied the methodology described in the previ-
ous section. The experiments were conducted on an
SGI Altix 300, with 16 Itanium 1.6 GHz processors.
Data was collected using the TAU performance library
based upon the OpenUH instrumentation infrastruc-
ture. After applying the compiler’s algorithm for se-
lective instrumentation, we were able to reduce the
instrumentation overheads from 51% to a mere 3%,
without using TAU THROTTLE. Our selective instru-
mentation analysis detected three procedures that have
small weights (small size), were leaf nodes in the call-
graph (no callees) and were invoked many times (their
callsites were inside deeply nested loops). By care-
fully eliminating these procedures during the instru-
mentation process, we were able to minimize the per-
turbation of instrumentation and get very accurate re-
sults.

Figure 10 shows the time-based profiling results of
the cloud resolving model code. The irrad and solir
routines belong to the radiation module of the sim-
ulation. These routines are called every fourth time
step in the simulation due to their high computational
cost. The 3-dimensional graph in Fig. 10 shows the ex-
clusive time taken by these routines, comparing it to
the remainder of the code. The 3-dimensional figure
also shows that the work is balance across the proces-
sors.

In the second run we calculate the inefficiency met-
ric: the results are shown in Fig. 11. We used this data

to calculate the inefficiency metric. Figure 11 shows
that procedure solir runs less efficiently than irrad due
to its higher number of stall cycles. Both procedures
are responsible for 65% of the total inefficiencies of the
program; we therefore focus on investigating the rea-
sons for this in more detail. In this application, we fo-
cus on weighting stall cycles with floating point opera-
tions, to show the impact of inefficiency in this respect
on the entire application. (For other kinds of applica-
tions, an integer-based metric might be more appropri-
ate.) We multiply the difference by the total number of
floating point operations in order to filter out the re-
gions with few operations. One thing to note is that in-
efficiencies (in stall cycles) from MPI calls do not ap-
pear in this graph. We proceed to investigate the MPI
behavior by looking at the analyses offered by KOJAK.
Its MPI results indicate that less than 3% of the appli-
cation time is spent in MPI communication. This vali-
dates the results from Fig. 10, where no MPI routines
appeared in the list of inefficient procedures.

Using the information derived from the 2nd and 3rd
steps, we see that the inefficiencies are mostly related
to the stalls in the floating point unit for both irrad
and solir. Solir has more stalls due to L1D cache
misses. We need to understand whether the stalls in the
floating point unit were related to accesses to L2 data
or dependences in the pipeline. In the Itanium proces-
sor, the floating point data is fetched directly from L2
cache.
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Fig. 10. Profiling and time spend in the cloud resolving application.

Fig. 11. Inefficiency metric for the cloud resolving application.

Figure 12 gives details on the stalls. It is clear from
this that the inefficiencies in irrad are mainly due to
floating point unit stalls. The inefficiencies in solir are
due to both floating point unit stalls and L1 data cache
stalls. Memory analysis results shown in Fig. 13 indi-
cate that both routines have good memory access pat-
terns, in particular that there is very little access to lo-
cal and remote memories. We also notice that the L2
cache is heavily used: its bandwidth to the processor is

possibly being saturated. In the case of solir 10% of its
memory accesses are cycles spent in L3 cache. Overall,
the application significantly stresses the L2 data cache.
The possible stress in the L2 cache is due in part to L1
misses; it may also arise from the floating point unit
that obtains data directly from L2 and the prefetcher
that loads data to the L2 cache.

The compiler optimization logs does not report that
the loop has been optimized: this has been prevented
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Fig. 12. Processor stalls in the cloud resolving code.

Fig. 13. Memory cycles spent in the cloud resolving code.

by the branch condition inside the loop nest. The fre-
quency of the conditionals indicates that the branches
are evenly executed. However, we note there is an im-
balance in the amount of work performed in the body
of the conditionals; the then branch executes many
more statements than the else branch. We also note that
the compiler attempts to prefetch the data for the loops
based on branch prediction. The data prefetching not

only brings unnecessary data into cache, it also leads
to the eviction of data that is in use and saturates the
bandwidth. (We confirmed that this was the case in a
subsequent step of our methodology.) To avoid this,
we try to precompute the values of the conditional in
order to enable a better prefetching approach. Also,
by removing the conditional from the computational
loop, the compiler can better optimize the inner loops.
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Figure 14 shows pseudo code for these loops before
and after the manual change to ensure the code pre-
computes the value of the conditional. After this minor
change to the loops involved, we observe up to 26%
improvement in the overall performance of the entire
application. Figure 15 shows timings for the cloud for-
mation code when run with varying numbers of proces-
sors. We see that the optimization scales well.

Understanding how the optimization worked is an
important task. We use the compiler translation and the
performance algebra to determine this. We collected
performance information in the optimized version and
converted all the TAU profiles to CUBE profiles. When

Fig. 14. Code transformation/optimizations.

comparing the original code with the optimized version
we see that the main reason for the improvements is
because it eliminated the problems with the cache bot-
tlenecks. When comparing the original loops with the
optimized version using CUBE’s performance algebra
we see that the optimization eliminated 51% of the
cache stalls due to the cache being full. It reduced 12%
of the instruction prefeteches, 13% reduction on data
prefeteches and 8% of reduction in the cache stalls.
These improvements were reflected in reductions to the
values in the hardware counters pertaining to each re-
gion. What this infrastructure allowed us to do was to
explain to us how effective the optimization to address
the performance problem and its side effects.

6. Conclusions and future work

In this thesis we have presented a methodology for
solving performance problems that exploits the capa-
bilities of an integrated tuning environment created in
a collaboration between open source compiler devel-
opers and performance tools providers. We have more-
over described a selective instrumentation algorithm
that can be implemented in a compiler by adapting
a typical strategy for performing inlining analysis. In

Fig. 15. Timings in seconds for the cloud resolving application for different MPI processor layouts before and after the optimizations. The
improvements are shown in percentage over the original time.
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the examples presented here, selective instrumentation
based upon this algorithm was able to reduce profiling
overheads by 90 times on average in the NAS OpenMP
parallel benchmarks and by 17 times for the cloud for-
mation code.

We also have also introduced in some detail a
methodology for using this environment to carry out
performance bottleneck analysis. Our methodology en-
abled us to detect and deal with the performance prob-
lems of the cloud resolving. Our methodology com-
bined monitoring, profiling and tracing to detect the
application bottlenecks. We also used a set of derived
metrics to perform processor and memory bottleneck
analysis with TAU and used KOJAK tracing patterns
to detect MPI performance problems.

Our future work will combine feedback-directed op-
timizations to improve selective instrumentation and a
set of optimizations that the compiler can use to help
resolve the bottlenecks. We will also continue to ex-
plore opportunities to enhance the working of perfor-
mance tools via direct compiler support.
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